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Grandview Motorised Sky-Show Screen 
If you are trying to install a roller screen in a space 
with very high ceilings, you'll love the Sky-Show 
Motorised Screen from Grandview. 

Using two separate motors, the screen casing can be 
lowered  independently  up  to  5m  down  from  the  
ceiling on stainless steel cables. When the casing is 
in  position,  the  screen  can  then  be  lowered  for  
viewing.  Control  is  via  close  contacts,  which  is  
perfect for integrating into control systems and wall 
panels. 

The  Grandview  Sky-Show  is  perfect  for  buildings  
with high ceilings like auditoriums, churches, school 
halls or gyms and architectural applications. 

 

Features: 

· Solves the problems associated with mounting in situations with very high ceilings or long 
screen drop requirements eg churches or auditoriums. 

· The single screen casing holds two motorised roller tubes, one for lowering the casing into 
position, the other for lowering the screen. 

· Each motor operates independently via close contact/dry contact. 

· The casing can be lowered a total of 5000mm (5m) into position. Sizes up to 3050mm image 
width lower using a stainless steel cable. Above this size, a heavy duty belt and braking 
system is used. 

· The screen is then lowered in the same way as any other motorised roller screen. 

· IMPORTANT: The Sky-Show is controlled via close contacts which are perfect for easy 
integration. 

· An RF remote is supplied for programming and operation. 

· Simple programming and limit setting, all instructions included. 

· Casing is supplied standard in black. 

 
Product code Aspect ratio 

Image size  
(Diagonal) inch 

Image size  
(W x H) mm 

GRCE120V 4:3 120" 2440 x 1830 
GRCE150V 4:3 150" 3050 x 2285 
GRCF120H 16:9 120" 2655 x 1495 
GRCF138H 16:9 138" 3050 x 1715 
GRCG120C 16:10 120" 2585 x 1615 
GRCG136C 16:10 136" 2930 x 1830 
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